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ABSTRACT: Semiconducting polymers are versatile materials for
solar energy conversion and have gained popularity as photo-
catalysts for sunlight-driven hydrogen production. Organic
polymers often contain residual metal impurities such as palladium
(Pd) clusters that are formed during the polymerization reaction,
and there is increasing evidence for a catalytic role of such metal
clusters in polymer photocatalysts. Using transient and operando
optical spectroscopy on nanoparticles of F8BT, P3HT, and the
dibenzo[b,d]thiophene sulfone homopolymer P10, we demon-
strate how differences in the time scale of electron transfer to Pd
clusters translate into hydrogen evolution activity optima at
different residual Pd concentrations. For F8BT nanoparticles with
common Pd concentrations of >1000 ppm (>0.1 wt %), we find
that residual Pd clusters quench photogenerated excitons via energy and electron transfer on the femto-nanosecond time scale, thus
outcompeting reductive quenching. We spectroscopically identify reduced Pd clusters in our F8BT nanoparticles from the
microsecond time scale onward and show that the predominant location of long-lived electrons gradually shifts to the F8BT polymer
when the Pd content is lowered. While a low yield of long-lived electrons limits the hydrogen evolution activity of F8BT, P10
exhibits a substantially higher hydrogen evolution activity, which we demonstrate results from higher yields of long-lived electrons
due to more efficient reductive quenching. Surprisingly, and despite the higher performance of P10, long-lived electrons reside on
the P10 polymer rather than on the Pd clusters in P10 particles, even at very high Pd concentrations of 27000 ppm (2.7 wt %). In
contrast, long-lived electrons in F8BT already reside on Pd clusters before the typical time scale of hydrogen evolution. This
comparison shows that P10 exhibits efficient reductive quenching but slow electron transfer to residual Pd clusters, whereas the
opposite is the case for F8BT. These findings suggest that the development of even more efficient polymer photocatalysts must
target materials that combine both rapid reductive quenching and rapid charge transfer to a metal-based cocatalyst.
■ INTRODUCTION
Solar hydrogen production via photocatalysis provides a
pathway to generate hydrogen as a carbon-free energy carrier
in a clean and renewable way. The key requirement is a highly
active and stable photocatalyst that can act as a light absorber
and catalyze the desired chemical reactionsfor example,
direct hydrogen production from water. Polymeric photo-
catalysts have gained recently in popularity as an alternative to
traditional inorganic photocatalysts, particularly because they
provide a high degree of synthetic flexibility, thus allowing for
tailoring of their frontier orbital energies. Rather than
performing overall water splitting, most such organic photo-
catalysts are currently employed to couple the hydrogen
evolution reaction to a sacrificial organic oxidation.1,2 To this
end, the photocatalyst is suspended in a mixture of water and
an organic electron donor, which serve as the proton and
electron sources, respectively. However, the detailed catalytic
mechanisms of such organic photocatalysts are still mostly
unexplored, and a growing body of evidence suggests that
residual metal impurities can act as cocatalysts for the
hydrogen evolution reaction in polymeric materials.3−5
The field of polymer photocatalysts for hydrogen evolution
was effectively started by carbon nitrides in 2009,6 which have
since seen significant improvements7,8 with external quantum
efficiencies (EQEs) reaching values of up to 60%.9 In the last 5
years, conjugated polymers have been investigated extensively
as photocatalysts for solar hydrogen evolution. Current
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optimized conjugated polymer systems can reach EQEs
exceeding 20%10,11 and offer benefits over carbon nitrides
such as highly tunable frontier orbital energy levels. This
tunability allows for tailoring of their optical absorption and
their charge transfer driving force to specific target reactions,
and the resulting ability to harvest more visible photons is
considered as vital to achieve the hydrogen evolution activities
required for practical applications.12,13 Other advantages
include the possibility to create push−pull structures by
incorporating electron-donating and -withdrawing units, thus
facilitating intramolecular charge transfer and charge separa-
tion, or bulk heterojunctions where charge separation takes
place at the interface between two materials with different
ionization potentials/electron affinities.14,15 The versatility of
polymeric photocatalysts has given rise to a variety of platforms
such as conjugated microporous polymers, covalent triazine-
based frameworks, and linear conjugated polymers.16−23
Several recent reviews provide an overview of this rapidly
evolving field of research.2,24−28
One of the less well understood aspects of polymer
photocatalysts is the role of the residual metal left over from
the polymerization reaction. It is not clear how much residual
metal clusters contribute to the ability of these organic
materials to catalyze multielectron reactions or how the
interaction of the metal with the polymer varies from system to
system. In other photocatalytic systems that perform multi-
electron reactions, such as proton or CO2 reduction, inorganic
materials or metal−organic molecules are often employed as
cocatalysts. These cocatalysts incorporate transition metals,
which can access a range of different oxidation states and are
thus able to accumulate charge carriers to promote multi-
electron transfer reactions. In addition, cocatalysts can act as
charge sinks to suppress recombination, as well as provide sites
with favorable binding energies for reaction intermediates.29,30
There is a debate, therefore, about whether all-organic
materials can function as efficient photocatalysts. Carbon
nitrides, for example, do not typically contain residual metal
from their syntheses, but they require the addition of
cocatalysts for appreciable photocatalytic activities; very low
performances are observed if no such cocatalyst is added.31,32
In contrast, metal-catalyzed synthesis routes such as Suzuki−
Miyaura coupling, as widely used in the synthesis of conjugated
polymers, produce polymers that contain inherent residual
metal. Such residual metal clusters can act as cocatalysts and
thus affect the photocatalytic performance of such polymers,
although their precise role is not yet clear.
Polymers derived from metal-catalyzed synthesis routes can
be difficult to purify because they are often not soluble in
organic solvents, and even soluble products can be hard to
purify using conventional purification techniques. For instance,
conjugated polymers with dibenzo[b,d]thiophene sulfone
groups incorporated into their backbones have shown some
of the highest photocatalytic quantum yields in this class of
materials10,11,16,20 but residual Pd is difficult to remove from
these polymers due to their insolubility. Dibenzo[b,d]-
thiophene sulfone homopolymer P10 retains about 60% of
its photocatalytic activity when it is synthesized using Ni(0)-
mediated oxidative Yamamoto coupling instead of Pd-
catalyzed Suzuki−Miyaura coupling.20 However, the catalytic
role of residual nickel cannot be ruled out, especially given that
efficient Ni-based molecular electrocatalysts exist.33 In a series
of covalent triazine-based frameworks, polymers prepared via a
metal-free acid-catalyzed route were largely inactive in
comparison to their analogues made via Pd-catalyzed Suzuki-
Miyaura coupling, suggesting that Pd acted as a cocatalyst in
this study.5 Most recently, we have reported F8BT nano-
particles with well-defined variations in Pd concentration,
which demonstrated a rapid decrease in hydrogen evolution
activity when their residual Pd content was lowered to less
than 100 ppm.3
Here, we use a combination of optical spectroscopic
techniques to draw direct comparisons among F8BT, P3HT,
and the dibenzo[b,d]thiophene sulfone homopolymer P10. We
investigate the mechanism behind the dependence of photo-
catalytic activity on Pd content for these different polymers
and place particular emphasis on the effect of Pd on the excited
state of the polymer and on the accumulation of long-lived
charges during catalysis. We selected F8BT because its Pd
content can be tuned readily due to its solution processability,
P10 because it exhibits a much higher hydrogen evolution
activity than F8BT at comparable Pd concentrations, and
P3HT because it contains residual Ni rather than Pd. For Pd
concentrations typical of polymer photocatalysts (>1000
ppm), we find that electron transfer to Pd clusters strongly
depends on the polymer: long-lived electrons rapidly localize
on Pd clusters in F8BT nanoparticles but remain on the
polymer for P10 even during charge accumulation under quasi-
continuous illumination. We explore the effect of different Pd
concentrations on photocatalytic hydrogen evolution for these
materials and discuss potential causes and implications for the
pronounced differences among them. Overall, this study
demonstrates for the first time that the influence of Pd can
be dramatically different for different conjugated polymer
catalysts, opening the door for better catalyst design in the
future.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Sample Preparation. F8BT (Mn = 40 kg mol
−1, Mw = 84 kg
mol−1, Đ = 2.13) was synthesized, purified, and processed into
nanoparticles as described previously.3 P3HT (Mn = 98 kg mol
−1, Mw
= 136 kg mol−1, Đ = 1.39) was synthesized via a Grignard metathesis
(GRIM) polymerization following a previously reported procedure.34
Nanoparticles of P3HT and F8BT were formed using a
reprecipitation process. In a typical preparation, a solution of F8BT
or P3HT (0.50 mg mL−1) and poly(styrene-co-maleic anhydride)
(0.10 mg mL−1) in tetrahydrofuran (5 mL) was filtered (0.2 μm
PTFE syringe filter) and then rapidly injected into Milli-Q water (40
mL) under sonication in an ultrasonic bath. The mixture was
sonicated for a further 2 min and then heated in an oil bath at 80 °C
under constant nitrogen bubbling to remove the THF and
concentrate the solution to 10 mL. Finally, the concentrated solution
was filtered (0.45 μm glass fiber syringe filter) to remove large
agglomerates, where less than 1% of the polymer mass was removed
by the filter in each nanoparticle batch. Gradually reducing the
volume of water used for reprecipitation from 40 to 1 mL increased
the Z average nanoparticle diameter from 40 ± 10 to 189 ± 10 nm.
P10 was synthesized following a previously reported synthetic
procedure:16,20 3,7-dibromodibenzo[b,d]thiophene sulfone (187 mg,
0.5 mmol), 3,7-bis(4,4,5,5-tetramethyl-1,3,2-dioxaborolan-2-yl)-
dibenzo[b,d]thiophene sulfone (234 mg, 0.5 mmol), N,N-dimethyl-
formamide (25 mL), and K2CO3 (aqueous, 2 M, 5 mL) were placed
in a flask and degassed by N2 bubbling for 30 min. Tetrakis-
(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (6, 23, or 69 mg, corresponding to
0.5, 2, or 6 mol %, respectively) was added, and the mixtures were
degassed for a further 10 min. The reaction mixtures were refluxed at
140 °C for 48 h under a nitrogen atmosphere. After they were cooled
to room temperature, the reaction mixtures were poured into water
(400 mL) and stirred for 30 min. The yellow-green solids were
collected by filtration and washed with water (100 mL) and methanol
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(100 mL). The polymers were purified by Soxhlet extraction in
methanol and chloroform before drying the solids under vacuum. The
polymers were ground before use to give free-flowing yellow-green
powders (207, 214, or 211 mg, yields 97−100%). P10 was also
prepared via Yamamoto coupling following a previously reported
protocol:20 a dried Schlenk flask was charged with 3,7-
dibromodibenzo[b,d]thiophene sulfone (374 mg, 1.00 mmol) and
2,2′-bipyridine (344 mg, 2.20 mmol) and transferred into a nitrogen
glovebox. Inside the glovebox the flask was charged with bis-
(cyclooctadiene)nickel(0) (660 mg, 2.40 mmol). Outside the
glovebox 1,5-cyclooctadiene (338 mg, 2.20 mmol) and N,N-
dimethylformamide (anhydrous, 20 mL) were added and the resulting
suspension was heated to 80 °C under nitrogen for 2 days. After the
mixture was cooled to room temperature, hydrochloric acid was
added (concentrated, 20 mL) and the polymer was filtered off. The
polymer was washed with water until neutral and then washed with
methanol and tetrahydrofuran. Further purification of the polymer
was carried out by Soxhlet extraction in chloroform before drying the
solids under vacuum. The polymer was ground before use to give a
free-flowing yellow powder (190 mg, 84%). The typical size of the
resulting P10 particles in pure water is around 650 nm,20 and in line
with previous studies, the dispersions were not filtered.
Pd nanoparticle films were prepared in a single aerosol-assisted
chemical vapor deposition (AACVD) step. FTO substrates were
heated inside the reactor from the carbon block below, to a deposition
temperature of 350 °C. The heating, deposition, and cooling steps
were conducted under a steady flow of N2 (3 L min
−1). A precursor
solution was prepared from [(NH4)2PdCl4] (0.003 mg) in methanol
(50 mL) that was sonicated for 3 min. Aerosols were generated from
portions of the precursor solution using an ultrasonic humidifier
(Johnson Matthey Liquifog 2 MHz). Following deposition, the
substrates were cooled to room temperature.
Hydrogen Evolution Experiments. The activity of P10 samples
with different metal contents was measured as described previously.20
In brief, a quartz flask was charged with the polymer (25 mg) and an
equal parts mixture of water, methanol, and triethylamine (25 mL),
sealed with a septum, and sonicated for 10 min before degassing by
nitrogen bubbling for 30 min. The sample was irradiated by a
Newport 300 W Xe light source fitted with a λ > 420 nm filter. Gas
samples were taken at intervals using a gastight syringe, and hydrogen
was measured using a Bruker 450-GC gas chromatograph.
Metal Content. Metal contents were determined by inductively
coupled plasma (ICP) spectroscopy on acid-digested polymer
samples. F8BT and P3HT samples were digested in a microwave
digester (UltraWAVE) in a mixture of aqua regia containing a small
amount of hydrogen peroxide and sulfuric acid. The metal content of
the digested F8BT and P3HT samples was determined using ICP-
OES (Agilent 7200-ES) relative to standards of known concentration.
P10 samples (5 mg) were digested in nitric acid (70 wt %, 10 mL)
using a PerkinElmer Microwave Titan instrument prior to analysis
and diluted to a minimum volume of 50 mL. Pd contents were
determined by ICP-MS (PerkinElmer ICP MS NexION 2000), while
the Ni content was determined by ICP-OES by the University of
Liverpool Analytical Services.
Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (TAS): Femtosecond−
Nanosecond Time Scale. The employed ultrafast transient
absorption setup uses a regeneratively amplified Ti:sapphire laser
(Solstice, Spectra-Physics), which produces 800 nm laser pulses with
a width of 92 fs at a 1 kHz repetition rate. The transient absorption
setup described in the following is commercially available (Helios,
Ultrafast Systems). After the Solstice amplifier, each pulse is divided
into what will become pump and probe pulses using a semitransparent
mirror. The pump pulse is directed through an optical parametric
amplifier (TOPAS Prime, Light Conversion) and a frequency mixer
(NirUVis, Light Conversion), which allows for tuning of the
excitation wavelength from the UV region up to the NIR region.
The probe pulse is directed through a delay stage to delay it by an
adjustable time period with respect to its corresponding pump pulse,
thus defining the time at which the sample is probed. The maximum
delay is ultimately defined by the total length of the delay stage and in
this case corresponds to ∼6 ns. After the delay stage, the probe pulse
is focused into a sapphire crystal, which transforms the mono-
chromatic beam into a white light continuum. Depending on the
inserted sapphire crystal, a visible (450−800 nm) or NIR probe
continuum (850−1400 nm) is generated. The generated continuum
pulses are then again divided before the sample using a semi-
transparent mirror, where one of the split off pulses probes through
the sample and the other one serves as a reference to account for
fluctuations and improve the signal to noise ratio. Each of the two
continuum pulses is eventually focused into a separate multichannel
spectrometer (InGaAs sensor) via optical fibers. The continuum pulse
that probes through the sample is spatially overlapped with the pump
pulse on the sample. These continuum pulses alternately record the
transmission of the sample in the excited state and in the ground state
by blocking every other pump pulse with an optical chopper rotating
at 500 Hz. Pulse energies were measured using an energy meter
(VEGA P/N 7Z01560, OPHIR Photonics) equipped with a 500 μm
diameter aperture, roughly corresponding to the diameter of the
probe beam. The pump beam was slightly larger than 500 μm at the
sample position.
Transient Absorption Spectroscopy (TAS): Microsecond−
Second Time Scale. The transient absorption setup employed for
longer time scales uses a Nd:YAG laser (OPOTEK Opolette 355 II,
4−7 ns pulse width), which generates UV pulses (355 nm) or visible/
NIR pulses (410−2200 nm, tunable via an optical parametric
oscillator). The probe beam originates from a 100 W quartz halogen
lamp driven by a stabilized power supply (Bantham IL1) which is
sequentially directed through a first monochromator, the sample, and
then a second monochromator before it impinges onto a Si
photodiode detector (Hamamatsu S3071). Pump pulses are directed
from the laser output to the sample via a liquid light guide and are
overlapped with the probe beam at the position of the sample. Data
acquisitions are triggered by scattered laser light using a photodiode
(Thorlabs DET210) positioned close to the laser output. Appropriate
long pass filters are positioned between the sample and detector to
attenuate scattered laser light. A home-built LabVIEW-based software
package acquires data on two different time scales simultaneously: the
microsecond−millisecond signal is sampled using an oscilloscope
(Tektronix DPO 2012B) after amplification (Costronics 1999
amplifier), whereas the millisecond−second signal is sampled without
amplification using a DAQ card (National Instruments USB-6211 or
USB-6361). Excitation fluences were measured using a pyroelectric
energy sensor (Ophir Photonics PE9).
Time-Correlated Single-Photon Counting (TCSPC). TCSPC
experiments were carried out using a commercial TCSPC setup
(Horiba DeltaFlex) equipped with a pulsed LED excitation source
(Horiba NanoLED series) and a fast rise-time photomultiplier
detector (Horiba PPD-650). The instrument response function
(IRF) was measured at the wavelength of the excitation source.
During all other measurements, a suitable long-pass filter was inserted
between the sample and detector to block off scattered excitation
light.
Photoinduced Absorption Spectroscopy (PIAS). PIAS experi-
ments were performed on the microsecond−second TAS setup with
the following modifications: a high-power LED (LedEngin LZ1-
10U600 365 nm; Cree XLamp XP-E 465 nm), which is driven by a
high-precision DC power supply (TTi QL564P), is used as an
excitation source. Again, a liquid light guide is used to direct the LED
output to the sample. Light pulses are generated via a MOSFET
transistor (STMicroelectronics STF8NM50N), where the gate is
modulated by the DAQ card (National Instruments USB-6361). The
DAQ card initiates a light pulse by switching the gate using a voltage
signal, which simultaneously triggers the data acquisition. All data
were sampled without prior amplification using the DAQ card.
Excitation fluences were measured with a silicon photodiode power
sensor (Thorlabs S120UV) in conjunction with a digital power meter
(Thorlabs PM100).
Spectroelectrochemistry (SEC). Spectroelectrochemical meas-
urements were conducted using a home-built spectroelectrochemical
cell inside an Agilent Cary 60 UV−vis spectrometer. This
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spectroelectrochemical cell contained a Pd nanoparticle film as a
working electrode, a platinum-mesh counter electrode, a saturated
Ag/AgCl reference electrode, and a pH 9 phosphate buffer as the
electrolyte. UV−vis spectra were recorded at a series of applied
potentials, and absorbance difference spectra were calculated by
subtracting the open-circuit spectrum from each of the recorded
spectra.
X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS). The XAS spectra of the
P10 powders were collected at the Taiwan Photon Source (TPS 44A)
beamline end-station (energy, 3.0 GeV; ring current, 500 mA) of the
National Synchrotron Radiation Research Center (NSRRC) in
Hsinchu, Taiwan. The X-ray absorption near-edge structure
(XANES) spectra of these samples were collected with a Lytle
detector at 25 °C in the energy ranges of Pd (24350 eV) or Ni (8333
eV) K edges using correspondingly Pd and Ni foils as references.
Palladium foil (Pd) and several nickel references (Ni, NiO, Ni(OH)2,
and LiNiO4) with confirmed metallic valences were adopted as the
standards in the linear regression calculation for the Pd or Ni valence
identification. These XAS spectra were collected in three steps: pre-
edge (energy range, −200 to −20 eV; interval, 5 eV/step), edge-
jump/white line (energy range, −20−50 eV; interval, 0.35 eV/step)
and postedge (energy range, 50−600 eV, interval, 0.06 eV/step),
following the Pd and Ni K-edge energies as the data points.
■ RESULTS
The absorbance and photoluminescence properties of our
F8BT, P3HT, and P10 dispersions in H2O are characterized in
Figure 1a−c. Approximate absorption onsets are 520, 645, and
475 nm for F8BT, P3HT, and P10, respectively, suggesting
that F8BT and P10 absorb similar amounts of visible light. P10
suspensions exhibit a more pronounced scattering tail in
comparison to suspensions of the other two polymers, which
complicates an accurate quantification of their absorbance.
Absorbance and photoluminescence spectra are in good
agreement with literature reports for all three polymers,
suggesting that the F8BT and P3HT nanoparticles used here
are comparable to thin films of these polymers used for other
applications such as organic photovoltaics or organic light-
emitting diodes.35−37 P10 is primarily a photocatalyst, and its
optical properties are in good agreement with those reported in
our earlier study.20
We first compared dispersions of our F8BT, P3HT, and P10
particles in the presence of an electron-donating substrate. We
used diethylamine (DEA) for F8BT and triethylamine (TEA)
for P10 and P3HT, corresponding to their optimized
photocatalytic reaction conditions and thus their highest
yield of long-lived electron polarons. The use of a different
scavenger for a given polymer would alter this polaron yield
but be less likely to affect the hydrogen evolution reaction
beyond the number of available reactants, as hydrogen
evolution is driven by these polarons on a considerably longer
time scale in comparison to the scavenger oxidation. Both
F8BT and P10 were synthesized via Suzuki−Miyaura coupling
as reported previously,3,20 whereas P3HT (95% regioregular)
was synthesized via Grignard metathesis polymerization and
therefore contains low amounts of residual Ni (17 ppm) but
Figure 1. Optical properties and photoinduced absorption spectra of F8BT (1170 ppm of Pd), P3HT (<1 ppm Pd, 17 ppm of Ni), and P10 (2000
ppm Pd) dispersions. Absorbance and photoluminescence emission spectra of (a) F8BT, (b) P3HT, and (c) P10 dispersions in H2O.
Photoluminescence spectra were obtained using excitation wavelengths of 465 nm for P3HT and 365 nm for P3HT and P10. Photoinduced
absorption spectra upon constant illumination of nanoparticle suspensions of (d) F8BT in a 30 vol % DEA in water mixture, (e) P3HT in a 1/1/1
H2O/MeOH/TEA mixture, and (f) P10 in a 1/1/1 mixture of H2O/MeOH/TEA. The insets show the structures of the respective polymers. PIAS
conditions: F8BT, 465 nm excitation, 25.6 mW cm−2 fluence; P3HT, 365 nm excitation, 7.1 mW cm−2 fluence; P10, 365 nm excitation, 12.5 mW
cm−2 fluence.
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no detectable residual Pd. P10 is one of the most active
polymer photocatalysts reported thus far, and we have recently
identified the optical signature of its long-lived electron
polarons (i.e., polymer-centered electrons) using transient
absorption spectroscopy, which is characterized by a narrow
absorption peak around 630 nm.20 Residual Pd in P10 (2000
ppm) is very difficult to remove, since this polymer is not
solution-processable, and P10 is therefore first compared here
to F8BT with a high Pd content (1170 ppm). Overall, P10
exhibits a hydrogen evolution rate of 2825 μmol h−1 g−1 at this
Pd content and thus produces at least 20 times more hydrogen
than F8BT under the reaction conditions.3 In contrast, P3HT
is about 20 times less active for hydrogen evolution in
comparison to F8BT, even in the presence of added platinum
(Figure S1).
To investigate charge accumulation in these materials under
operando catalytic conditions, we use light pulses with a
duration of several seconds to bring the samples to a steady
state. When this steady state is reached, an equilibrium
between the generation, recombination, and reaction of long-
lived charges is established. By recording the absorption
spectra of the resulting equilibrium population of long-lived
charges for each of the three polymers (photoinduced
absorption spectroscopy, PIAS38), we obtain insights into
which species accumulate before the rate-determining step of
the reaction. In this way, kinetic limitations of the hydrogen
evolution reaction can be identified for these materials.
As shown in Figure 1d, the PIAS spectrum for F8BT
nanoparticles is characterized by an absorption that increases
from longer to shorter probe wavelengths. Such an absorption
feature is not common for charges in organic polymers and, as
will be demonstrated below, is assigned to reduced Pd herein.
This spectrum therefore suggests that long-lived electrons
accumulate on the Pd clusters in these F8BT nanoparticles
under constant illumination. In contrast to F8BT, the PIAS
spectrum of P3HT exhibits a narrow peak at around 650 nm
and an additional absorption feature toward the near-infrared
region (Figure 1e), consistent with typical absorption features
of electron polarons: polymer polarons can be expected to give
rise to two absorption peaks, one of which is often found in the
visible range while the second usually appears in the near-
infrared range.39−41 In line with the absence of residual Pd in
P3HT and its low residual Ni content, its polaron-like PIAS
spectrum indicates that electrons generated by photoinduced
hole transfer to the electron donor (reductive quenching)
accumulate on the P3HT polymer.
The PIAS spectrum for P10 (Figure 1f) exhibits a narrow
absorption peak at around 630 nm and thus is virtually
identical to its electron polaron transient spectrum reported
previously.20 Interestingly, this polaron-like absorption feature
suggests that photogenerated electrons in the P10 system
accumulate on the polymer (as for P3HT) rather than on the
Pd clusters within the P10 particles, despite P10 containing
even more residual Pd than the F8BT sample investigated here.
Due to this strong contrast in charge accumulation between
F8BT and P10 at high Pd content, we next focused on a
comparison of these two polymers. We previously demon-
strated that residual Pd can be efficiently removed from F8BT
using a combination of gel permeation chromatography
(GPC) and washing with sodium N,N-diethyldithiocarbamate
(DTC),3 which yielded a series of F8BT polymer batches with
Pd concentrations of 1170, 195, 36, and <1 ppm (below the
detection limit). The obtained F8BT polymer samples were
then processed into nanoparticles with different Pd concen-
trations.
In our previous study, we found that these F8BT
nanoparticles exhibited a sharply decreasing hydrogen
evolution rate at Pd concentrations below 100 ppm when
they were tested in the presence of DEA as an electron donor,
and no hydrogen was detected at <1 ppm Pd.3 However, the
hydrogen evolution activity of the <1 ppm Pd sample was
recovered when defined amounts of Pd precursor were added
back into the polymer before processing it into nanoparticles,
thus demonstrating that the presence of a cocatalyst is essential
for photocatalytic hydrogen evolution using F8BT.3 Here, we
now elucidate the reasons behind this striking dependence of
the hydrogen evolution activity of F8BT on its residual Pd
content using transient optical spectroscopy before comparing
our findings to those for P10.
Figure 2. Photoluminescence decays of F8BT nanoparticle suspensions probed at 545 nm upon 467 nm excitation. (a) Nanoparticles with different
Pd concentrations in H2O and (b) nanoparticles with <1 ppm Pd in H2O and in a 30 vol % DEA mixture. All suspensions were prepared with an
absorbance of 0.10 at the excitation wavelength to ensure that equal numbers of absorbed photons and emitted photons were counted over a period
of 10 s for each sample, thus allowing a quantitative comparison of signal amplitudes. The full lines represent stretched exponential fits to the data
with the same stretching exponent for all traces.
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We first used time-correlated single photon counting
(TCSPC) to investigate the effect of Pd on the population
and lifetime of photogenerated excitons in F8BT nanoparticles
at defined times after photoexcitation. To this end, we studied
F8BT nanoparticles with a large variation in Pd content (<1−
1170 ppm as described above) and a narrow size range (60−80
nm in diameter). We probed the photoluminescence of our
F8BT nanoparticles in suspension at 545 nm following 465 nm
excitation, close to their respective emission and visible
absorption maxima (Figure 1a). Nanoparticle suspensions
with the same absorbance at the excitation wavelength were
used to ensure that different samples absorbed the same
number of photons, and we counted emitted photons over a
period of 10 s for each sample. This approach allowed us to
quantitatively compare signal amplitudes between samples in
addition to the kinetic profiles of the decay.
The photoluminescence decay kinetics shown in Figure 2a
are characterized by a gradual decrease in lifetime with
increasing Pd concentration, suggesting that Pd quenches the
polymer excitons which give rise to the photoluminescence
signal. As discussed in more detail below, this quenching
process can be attributed to a combination of energy transfer
and charge transfer from photogenerated excitons to the Pd
clusters in these F8BT nanoparticles. By integrating the
photoluminescence decays in Figure 2a up to 10 ns, we
estimate that at least 54% of photogenerated excitons are
quenched by Pd in unpurified F8BT nanoparticles (Table 1),
implying that at least 54% of the generated excitons eventually
reach a Pd cluster in this sample. An exciton diffusion length of
∼9.2 nm was determined for these F8BT nanoparticles (at <1
ppm Pd) from ultrafast transient absorption exciton−exciton
annihilation experiments (Figure S2 and Table S1), which is in
good agreement with literature values for exciton diffusion
lengths in F8BT films reported in the range of 8−12 nm.42−44
Given the 60−80 nm diameter of these nanoparticles, we can
conclude that several Pd clusters are present per particle,
significantly more than those observable in our previously
reported HRTEM data,3 which most likely are only able to
resolve the largest clusters. On the basis of a comparison of the
initial signal amplitudes, we determine that 23% of this
quenching occurs at times faster than 200 ps (the time
resolution of the TCPSC setup). Direct measurements of the
exciton population using femtosecond−nanosecond transient
absorption spectroscopy (TAS) suggest that 10% quenching
takes place even before 100 fs in unpurified F8BT (Figure S3).
While quenching via Pd takes place on the femtosecond−
nanosecond time scale, exciton quenching via DEA, a reductive
quenching process, occurs on the late-picosecond to early-
nanosecond time scale for our F8BT nanoparticles (Figure
2b). For F8BT nanoparticles with <1 ppm Pd, we observe that
24% of photogenerated excitons are quenched in a 30 vol %
DEA suspension relative to pure H2O. At higher Pd
concentrations, exciton quenching via DEA is observed to be
less efficient (Figure S4). For instance, for unpurified F8BT,
little additional exciton quenching is observed when DEA is
present, in good agreement with quenching via Pd being
dominant at high Pd concentrations. This means that
quenching via Pd constitutes a competitive pathway which
quickly starts to dominate over reductive quenching via DEA
when the Pd concentration increases.
As represented by the full lines in Figure 2, the photo-
luminescence decays fit well to the stretched exponential
function I(t) ∝ exp(−ktb), from which nominal rate constants
k can be obtained. Such stretched exponential decays are
commonly observed in disordered materials such as polymers,
where the degree of disorder gives rise to a distribution of
lifetimes (and rate constants),45,46 in contrast to an ideal
exponential decay, which characterizes a single lifetime. The
stretching exponent was fixed to the unconstrained average of
b = 0.87 for all decays, thus enabling comparisons of k between
samples (Table 1). The decays were reconvoluted with the
measured instrument response, and the extracted k values are
thus independent of the chosen time zero. Since this is not the
case for half-lifetimes t50%, which are often used to characterize
decays in disordered materials, we thus use k to compare decay
rates herein. Our analysis yields approximate rate constants of
2.3 ns−0.87 for the exciton decay in the presence of 1170 ppm of
Pd as opposed to 1.7 ns−0.87 in the presence of 30 vol % of
DEA (giving a rate constant of 0.5 ns−0.87 for reductive
quenching) and suggests that exciton quenching via Pd starts
to dominate over reductive quenching via DEA between 36
and 195 ppm of Pd for the F8BT nanoparticles investigated
herein. These rate constants also provide an alternative way to
calculate quenching yields, which have already been estimated
via integration above, as (k − k0)/k. Quenching yields
obtained in this way are in overall good agreement with
those obtained via integration (Table 1).
We next identified photogenerated reaction intermediates on
the time scale of proton reduction, typically reported at
milliseconds to early seconds after photoexcitation,47−49 and
investigated how the nature of these intermediates depends on
the presence of Pd. Transient absorption spectra probed 100
μs to 100 ms after laser excitation are shown in Figure 3a−c for
F8BT nanoparticles with different Pd concentrations,
suspended in a 30 vol % DEA mixture. The transient
absorption spectra underwent a pronounced change in shape
as Pd was removed from the polymer: while the spectrum of
unpurified F8BT is characterized by an absorption which
increases from longer toward shorter probe wavelengths, a
gradual transformation to a peak centered around 700−750
nm is observed as the Pd content decreases. This change in
spectral shape suggests the presence of different species in the
extreme cases of high and no Pd content, with a mixture of the
two being observed at intermediate Pd concentrations. These
Table 1. Exciton Quenching in F8BT Nanoparticles via Pd
Clusters or DEAa
Pd content
(ppm) aqueous medium k (ns−0.87)
QYexc via
IQ/I0
QYexc via
(k − k0)/k
1170 H2O 2.3 0.54 0.48
195 H2O 1.8 0.44 0.33
36 H2O 1.5 0.28 0.20
<1 H2O 1.2 0 0
<1 30 vol % DEA in
H2O
1.7 0.24 0.29
aExciton decay rate constants k were obtained from stretched
exponential fits to the data as shown in Figure 2, using y ∝ exp(−ktb),
where the stretching exponent b = 0.87 was fixed for all decays to
enable a comparison of k. Exciton quenching yields (QYexc) were
estimated in two complementary ways: (i) via IQ/I0 by comparing the
integrated signal intensities in the presence of a quencher IQ (with
quenchers being Pd or DEA) to the integrated signal intensity in the
absence of a quencher I0 or (ii) via (k − k0)/k by comparing changes
in rate constants, where k0 represents the exciton decay in the absence
of a quencher. In both cases, quenchers were taken as absent in the <1
ppm Pd sample in H2O.
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different species were not separately observed in our previous
study,3 and we thus characterize them in detail herein.
We assign the peak at 700−750 nm to polymer-centered
electron polarons, generated via reductive quenching in the
presence of DEA. This assignment is in reasonable agreement
with a reported electron polaron absorption peak at 674 nm in
F8BT films.50 The peaklike shape is generally consistent with
absorption features expected for charged polymers39−41 as
discussed above and is in line with the spectral signature of
electron polarons in P10.20 In contrast, the increasing
absorption toward shorter probe wavelengths observed at
high Pd concentrations is not usually found for conjugated
polymers, which indicates that it might be related to charges on
the metallic Pd. To test the optical response of Pd upon
electron injection, we deposited Pd nanoparticles on a
conductive glass (FTO) substrate using chemical vapor
deposition. As shown in Figure 3d, spectroelectrochemistry
reveals that the application of increasingly negative potentials
induces an absorption which increases toward shorter probe
wavelengths, strongly resembling the transient spectra at high
Pd concentration in Figure 3a. This strong resemblance
suggests that the reduction of Pd gives rise to this spectral
signature, and we therefore attribute its appearance in our
transient measurements to photogenerated electrons on the Pd
clusters in our F8BT nanoparticles. As shown above using the
very similar PIAS spectrum in Figure 1d, this transient
localization of electrons on Pd clusters then leads to electron
accumulation on these Pd clusters under quasi-continuous
illumination conditions.
To focus on the effect of Pd in the data above, we used
F8BT nanoparticles within a narrow size range of 60−80 nm in
diameter to minimize effects due to differences in surface area.
We now turn to nanoparticles with much greater differences in
diameter, all of which were prepared using F8BT with high Pd
content (1170 ppm Pd), again adjusting nanoparticle
concentrations to ensure matched sample absorption. Figure
4a shows a steadily increasing hydrogen evolution activity with
decreasing size for particles smaller than ∼100 nm in diameter,
while larger particles exhibit comparably small differences in
activity. The photoluminescence lifetime and amplitude of
smaller nanoparticles are reduced in comparison to larger ones
even in pure H2O (Figure S5), pointing to enhanced exciton
quenching via Pd for smaller particles. This enhanced exciton
quenching indicates that Pd clusters might be located
predominantly in the near-surface region of these F8BT
nanoparticles, in line with Pd likely being more hydrophilic
than the F8BT polymer itself.51 Figure 4b shows higher
transient absorption amplitudes for smaller particles, suggest-
ing a larger yield of photogenerated electrons on Pd clusters
for smaller particles.
Motivated by the rapid localization of long-lived electrons
on the Pd clusters within our F8BT nanoparticles, we
investigated the transient dynamics of long-lived electrons in
P10 at different Pd concentrations in a H2O/MeOH/TEA
mixture. While Pd cannot be completely removed from P10
due to its insolubility, its Pd content can be tuned by using
different amounts of Pd catalyst during the polymerization. In
this way, three batches of P10 were synthesized using different
amounts of [Pd(PPh3)4] catalyst in the Suzuki−Miyaura
polycondensation reaction, which yielded P10 samples with
residual Pd levels of 2000, 7000, and 27000 ppm Pd as
determined by ICP-MS. These samples are compared here to
P10Y, which is synthesized via an oxidative Yamamoto
coupling using bis(cyclooctadiene)nickel(0), meaning that
P10Y contains residual Ni (4000 ppm) rather than Pd. TEM
images confirm the presence of visibly more metal clusters in
P10 particles with higher metal content (Figure S7).
To confirm the states of Pd/Ni atoms in these samples, their
fine structures (i.e., valence, coordination numbers, bond
distances, and possible coordination configurations) were
characterized using X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS).
The relevant details are described in the Supporting
Information. Using Pd/Ni metal foils and compounds with
different Ni valences as references, these XAS measurements
demonstrate that most Pd clusters in P10 are present as Pd(0)
Figure 3. (a−c) Transient absorption spectra of F8BT nanoparticles
with different Pd concentrations, suspended in an aqueous 30 vol %
DEA mixture. Spectra were obtained using a 460 nm excitation
fluence of 0.54 mJ cm−2 and were probed 100 μs and 1, 10, and 100
ms after excitation. All suspensions were prepared with an absorbance
of 0.41 at the excitation wavelength to ensure an equal number of
absorbed photons for different samples. (d) Absorbance difference
spectra of Pd nanoparticles deposited on an FTO-coated glass
substrate calculated between open circuit (−0.10 V vs Ag/AgCl) and
a series of applied potentials between −0.50 and −1.0 V vs Ag/AgCl.
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(Figure S9), whereas Ni species in P10Y primarily exist as
Ni(II) (Figure S11). Our XAS experiments further reveal that
Pd clusters in as-synthesized P10 have a coordination number
of 3.3. This number is substantially lower than the
coordination number in P10 following Pd photodeposition
(7.7) or in Pd foil (8.7) (Table S2). In addition, the Pd−Pd
bond distance in as-synthesized P10 (2.55 Å) is longer than
that in P10 following Pd photodeposition (2.52 Å) or in Pd
foil (2.45 Å), implying less Pd aggregation in as-synthesized
P10. These coordination data suggest the presence of relatively
small Pd clusters dispersed throughout the polymer particles in
the P10 samples studied herein. Similarly to F8BT, we thus
expect that only the largest Pd clusters are resolved in our
TEM images.
In TAS, an electron polaron peak around 630 nm is
observed for all P10 samples (Figure S14d), confirming that
electrons remain on the P10 polymer even for the highest Pd
concentration. As shown in Figure 5, the decay of these
electron polarons is slowest in P10Y and continuously
accelerates with increasing Pd concentration, which is reflected
in a continuously decreasing half-lifetime of the polaron signal
(Table 2). We attribute this accelerating polaron decay to
faster catalysis in the presence of larger numbers of available
Pd clusters. We also note that our previously reported P10
polaron decay in the presence of 4000 ppm of Pd20 falls nicely
into this series.
In good agreement with this enhanced electron transfer to
metal clusters inferred from our transient absorption data, the
hydrogen evolution activity of P10 increases from 2825 μmol
h−1 g−1 for 2000 ppm of Pd to 5332 μmol h−1 g−1 for 7000
ppm of Pd and then stays at almost the same level, within
error, for 27000 ppm of Pd (see Table 2). In contrast, P10Y
gives a lower hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) rate of 1897
μmol h−1 g−1,20 which, together with the slowest polaron decay
in Figure 5, suggests that Ni is not as good a hydrogen
evolution catalyst as Pd. This interpretation is in agreement
with a higher electrocatalytic hydrogen evolution activity of Pd
in comparison to Ni.52 To rule out that different catalyst
loadings affect the photocatalytic activity via other pathways
such as polymer chain length, a sample of P10 with 2000 ppm
of Pd was tested after additional Pd was added by in situ
photodeposition of [(NH4)2PdCl4]. This gave a HER rate of
5718 μmol h−1 g−1 for a Pd level of 17000 ppm, which fits the
observed trend and therefore shows that different chain lengths
are not the activity-determining factor in these different P10
batches.
While an activity plateau is reached at ∼100 ppm for F8BT,3
these data demonstrate that at least 2 orders of magnitude
higher Pd concentrations are required for the observation of an
activity plateau in P10. An activity plateau at such a high Pd
concentration suggests that electron polarons in P10 generally
struggle to transfer to the Pd clusters that catalyze hydrogen
evolution in this material. This interpretation is further
corroborated by a faster decay of long-lived electrons in our
highest-performing F8BT sample (40 nm and 1170 ppm of Pd,
Figure 4b) in comparison to those in P10, even at the highest
Pd content of 27000 ppm (Figure 5).
Despite the faster charge transfer to Pd in F8BT, the overall
hydrogen evolution activity of P10 is substantially higher. The
higher activity of P10 is evident from the hydrogen evolution
data shown in Figure 4a/Figure S15 and is also reflected in our
previously reported EQEs of 11.6% for P10 (4000 ppm of Pd,
measured at 420 nm20) vs <0.1% for F8BT (1170 ppm of Pd,
measured at 340 nm3). As shown in Figure 5b, this activity gap
can be linked to pronounced differences in the yields of long-
lived electron polarons in these polymers: when the electron
Figure 4. (a) Photocatalytic hydrogen evolution of unpurified F8BT nanoparticles with varying size, suspended in a 30 vol % DEA mixture. (b)
Transient absorption decay kinetics of unpurified F8BT nanoparticles with variable size, suspended in a 30 vol % DEA mixture. The kinetics were
probed at 750 nm (to avoid early time photoluminescence artifacts at shorter wavelengths) following 460 nm excitation using a fluence of 0.54 mJ
cm−2. All suspensions were prepared with an absorbance of 0.41 at the excitation wavelength to ensure equal numbers of absorbed photons.
Table 2. Overview of the P10 Samples Investigated Herein:
Metal Content as Determined by ICP-OES; Hydrogen
Evolution Rate (HER) in a Solvent Mixture Consisting of
Equal Volumes of H2O, MeOH, and TEA; Half-Lifetime of
the Electron Polaron Decay as Observed via Transient
Absorption Spectroscopy, Defined with Respect to the
Signal Amplitude at 1 μs
residual metal metal content (ppm) HER (μmol h−1 g−1) t50% (s)
Ni 4000 1897 2.3 × 10−2
Pd 2000 2825 1.3 × 10−3
Pd 7000 5332 1.5 × 10−4
Pd 27000 4906 5.0 × 10−5
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polarons are probed at their respective absorption maxima
(630 nm for P10, 700 nm in F8BT), the optical signal from
electron polarons generated in P10 is more than 1 order of
magnitude higher than in F8BT, suggesting a substantially
higher electron polaron yield in comparison to F8BT. We note
that the number of absorbed photons for the F8BT sample
used in this comparison was ∼1.7 times higher than that of
P10, which makes the higher electron polaron yield in P10
even more striking. This comparison thus reveals that P10
generates long-lived electrons efficiently but their transfer to
catalytic Pd sites is slow, whereas the opposite is the case for
F8BT. This contrast will be discussed in further detail below.
■ DISCUSSION
Many of the polymer photocatalysts reported in the literature
have been synthesized using Pd-based catalysts, yet a detailed
understanding of the role of resulting metal impurities in the
process of hydrogen evolution has so far remained elusive.
More detailed studies of this aspect have been impeded by the
fact that most reported polymer photocatalysts, especially the
more active ones, are difficult to purify because they are
typically not solution-processable. Here we provide further
evidence that residual Pd clusters serve as catalytically active
sites in polymer photocatalysts and show that differences in the
time scale of electron transfer to these residual Pd clusters
translate into quantitatively different dependences of hydrogen
evolution activity on residual Pd content. As a result, activity
plateaus are observed at vastly different Pd concentrations for
different polymers, which can be understood by measuring and
comparing the charge carrier dynamics in these materials.
Our first photocatalytic system uses solution-processable
F8BT to separate polymer purification from nanoparticle
fabrication. This approach allows us to change the Pd content
without affecting other properties, such as the molecular
weight of the polymer or the morphology of the nanoparticles.
Using this F8BT system, we found that the hydrogen evolution
activity strongly decreases at Pd concentrations below ∼100
ppm of Pd, whereas an activity plateau was observed at Pd
concentrations above this threshold,3 in qualitative agreement
with another study on bipyridyl-based polymers.4 We
investigated this striking dependence of activity on Pd content
using transient absorption spectroscopy and found that the
presence of Pd can lead to pronounced exciton quenching in
F8BT. We consider two possible mechanisms for this exciton
quenching process: energy transfer to Pd, which induces a
relaxation to the ground state, or charge transfer to Pd, which
corresponds to a charge separation process.
In the case of inorganic nanostructured materials with added
Pt clusters, energy transfer has been found to dominate for
photoexcited CdSe nanosheets,53,54 whereas CdS nanorods
exhibit selective electron transfer to these Pt clusters.55,56 The
preference for charge separation in the latter case has been
ascribed to ultrafast hole trapping, thus enabling selective
electron transfer to Pt.55,56 Although the photoluminescence
spectrum of F8BT (Figure 1a) does not show evidence of deep
hole trapping, it seems likely that Pd separates charges to some
extent because charge yields generally appear to be higher
when more excitons are quenched via Pd. For example, this is
the case for the smaller particles in Figure 4b, and transient
amplitudes in Figure 3a−c are comparable among F8BT
nanoparticles with different Pd contents despite a change in
the predominant location of long-lived electrons as a function
of Pd content. However, the absorption coefficient of Pd-
centered electrons is expected to be lower than that polymer-
centered ones (30000 ± 3000 M−1 cm−1 at the absorption
peak of electron polarons in F8BT50), suggesting that Pd-
centered electrons must be present in higher yields to give rise
to a transient absorption signal of magnitude similar to that of
polymer-centered electrons.
While the branching ratio between energy transfer and
charge transfer cannot be determined with certainty, it is
striking that both pathways combined quench at least half of
the photogenerated excitons in F8BT with high Pd content
(>1000 ppm). We consider this estimation as a lower limit,
because an even higher quenching yield would be obtained if
the photoluminescence lifetime of our most purified sample
were still affected by trace impurities of Pd below our ICP-
OES resolution limit (1 ppm). Visible Pd clusters as observed
Figure 5. Transient absorption decay kinetics of long-lived electron polarons in P10 and F8BT. (a) P10 synthesized via a Ni-mediated Yamamoto
coupling (P10Y) in comparison to P10 prepared with different amounts of Pd catalyst used in a Suzuki−Miyaura polycondensation reaction. (b)
Electron polaron decay kinetics in P10 (2000 ppm of Pd) and F8BT (36 ppm of Pd) providing an estimate of the relative electron polaron yields in
both materials, where the F8BT trace was recorded with 1.7 times more absorbed photons in comparison to those of P10. P10: 630 nm probe, 355
nm excitation using 0.32 mJ cm−2, 0.24 g L−1 in H2O/MeOH/TEA. F8BT: 700 nm probe, 460 nm excitation using 0.54 mJ cm
−2, A = 0.42 at 460
nm in 30 vol % DEA.
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via TEM (Figure S6) are present in much less than half of the
nanoparticles, and it therefore seems likely that much smaller
clusters are distributed throughout these nanoparticles
possibly preferentially near the nanoparticle surface, as
suggested by the enhanced exciton quenching for smaller
F8BT nanoparticles on dispersion in pure H2O (Figure S5).
Charge separation in organic photocatalyst systems is
normally thought to be driven by reductive quenching via an
electron donor in the solution phase. However, reductive
quenching via the electron donor DEA only occurs from the
late picosecond time scale onward, in contrast to the fast
quenching via Pd on the femtosecond−nanosecond time scale
(Figure 2b). As a result, exciton quenching via Pd starts to
dominate over exciton quenching via DEA at Pd concen-
trations between 36 and 195 ppm of Pd, which is in line with
the observed activity plateau at ∼100 ppm of Pd. The
dominance of exciton quenching via Pd explains why the
exciton lifetime is less and less affected by the presence of DEA
when the Pd concentration is increased (Figure S4). Despite
some degree of charge separation via Pd, appreciable yields of
long-lived (up to the millisecond time scale) electrons are only
observed in the presence of DEA, which highlights the
importance of DEA in eliminating the hole as a recombination
partner. Depending on the Pd concentration, these long-lived
electrons are either situated on Pd clusters within a polymer
nanoparticle or on the F8BT polymer itself. At high Pd
contents, we observe transient spectral signatures very similar
to those of reduced Pd nanoparticles on a conductive substrate
(compare Figure 3a and Figure 3d), suggesting an assignment
to electrons localized on the Pd clusters within our F8BT
nanoparticles. This spectral signature gradually changes to a
polaron-like absorption feature with increasing purification,
indicating that electrons are situated more and more on the
polymer itself when fewer Pd clusters are available.
By optically probing accumulated charges under quasi-
continuous illumination conditions in F8BT (1170 ppm of
Pd), P3HT (<1 ppm of Pd), and the highly active P10 (2000
ppm of Pd), we obtain further insights into the differences
among these photocatalytic systems. The absorption spectrum
of accumulated charges obtained upon illumination of
unpurified F8BT with light pulses of several seconds duration
(PIAS, Figure 1a) strongly resembles that of reduced Pd
(Figure 3d), suggesting the accumulation of electrons on Pd
clusters. This is in good agreement with our TAS data, where
electrons in unpurified F8BT are observed on Pd even
transiently (Figure 3a). P3HT, which is about 20 times less
active for hydrogen evolution than F8BT even in the presence
of added Pt (Figure S1), does not contain residual Pd and
exhibits a spectral signature that suggests electron accumu-
lation on the polymer itself. Finally, P10 is at least 20 times
more active than F8BT20 but contains hard-to-remove residual
Pd, since P10 is not solution-processable. Despite an even
higher Pd concentration in comparison to unpurified F8BT, we
find that photogenerated electrons in P10 accumulate on the
polymer itself, as in the Pd-free P3HT.
This charge accumulation on the P10 polymer suggests that
the transfer of photogenerated electron polarons to the Pd
clusters that catalyze hydrogen evolution is relatively slow in
this materialmuch slower than in F8BT, where electrons
reside on Pd clusters on the pre-microsecond time scale at
comparable Pd concentrations. This interpretation is corrobo-
rated by a decrease in electron polaron lifetime by orders of
magnitude when the Pd concentration of P10 is increased
(Table 2), which demonstrates that the addition of more Pd
causes these electron polarons to react more quickly. In line
with this faster reaction, a continuous increase in hydrogen
evolution rate is observed at least up to 17000 ppm of Pdin
strong contrast to F8BT, where such an increase in activity is
only found up to ∼100 ppm of Pd. These data reveal a striking
difference between P10 and F8BT: electron polarons in P10
take a long time to transfer to catalytic Pd sites, and their
transfer to Pd clusters can therefore be considered the kinetic
bottleneck of hydrogen evolution on P10. For F8BT, in
contrast, electron polarons encounter Pd clusters much more
quickly, which implies that electrons already reside on Pd sites
before the typical time scale of hydrogen evolution at
milliseconds to seconds after photoexcitation.
To discuss the origin of these differences in charge transfer,
we first consider the energetic alignment between polymers
and metals. The HOMO|LUMO levels for P10,20 F8BT,57,58
and P3HT59 have been reported as −5.9|−2.9, −5.9|−3.3, and
−5.2|−3.5 eV, respectively. The electron work function of Pd is
5.22−5.60 eV, while that of Ni is 5.04−5.35 eV,60 where the
ranges represent work function measurements on different
surface facets. Given these values, we observe that the work
functions of Pd and Ni are energetically similar to the HOMO
levels of the studied polymers. With electron polaron energy
levels lying near the LUMOs, there exists a large driving force
for the transfer of electron polarons from all three of these
polymers to Pd and Ni, and we therefore rule out that the
faster electron transfer to Pd in F8BT in comparison to P10 is
due to differences in the energetic alignment between polymer
and metal.
This leaves a number of possible reasons for the observed
differences in charge transfer to Pd clusters in P10 and F8BT.
(i) Pd distribution: due to the different synthetic protocols
with different polymerization temperatures for F8BT and P10,
it is possible that the resulting spatial distributions of Pd
clusters might differ. The up to 54% exciton quenching
observed in TCSPC suggests the presence of more and smaller
Pd clusters than are evident from TEM in our F8BT
nanoparticles (Figure S6), and the low coordination numbers
in our XAS data (Table S2) similarly indicate the presence of
small Pd clusters in P10 particles. While these results suggest
that most Pd clusters are small and are finely dispersed in both
F8BT and P10, a comprehensive treatment of this aspect will
require mapping techniques with higher resolution. (ii) Carrier
mobilities: whether electrons accumulate on polymer chains or
on Pd clusters might also be related to the electron mobility of
the respective polymer. Investigations of films of small-
molecule semiconductors61,62 and conjugated polymers63
have demonstrated that the use of monomers with large
dipole moments leads to a pronounced reduction in charge
carrier mobility. On the basis of these results, a low electron
mobility for P10 can be expected due to the large 5.7 D dipole
moment20 of its dibenzo[b,d]thiophene sulfone unit, which is
not shielded by any side chains. F8BT, in contrast, has been
reported to exhibit reasonable electron mobilities on the order
of 10−3 cm2 V−1 s−1.64,65 However, as charge carrier mobilities
for polyfluorenes can vary strongly depending on the different
preparation conditions of the polymer,64 an accurate
comparison of mobilities between these two materials remains
challenging. (iii) Saturation of Pd clusters: since P10 generates
much higher numbers of long-lived electrons (see discussion
below), it is possible that its Pd clusters become saturated with
electrons and need to be discharged via proton reduction
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before accepting more electrons from the polymer. The
number of Pd atoms (6 × 1021 cm−3 at 1000 ppm) is still
considerably higher than the charge densities generated in our
transient absorption experiments (∼1019 cm−3 of absorbed
photons for a penetration depth of 100 nm), suggesting that
this saturation is less likely, although clustering of Pd atoms
and surface effects might ultimately render these numbers
more comparable.
Despite slower charge transfer to Pd clusters in comparison
to F8BT, P10 exhibits a substantially higher hydrogen
evolution activity which can be assigned to 1 order of
magnitude higher yields of long-lived electrons in comparison
to F8BT (Figure 5b). While reductive quenching of F8BT
excitons via DEA occurs on the late-picosecond−nanosecond
time scale (Figure 2b), P10 exhibits a pronounced polaron-like
transient signal with a half rise time of only 1−2 ps in the
presence of TEA (Figure S14c).20 This fast appearance is likely
linked to the polar sulfone groups in the backbone of P10,
which make the polymer hydrophilic,20 allow water and
scavenger molecules to penetrate into the several hundred
nanometer large polymer particles, and therefore lead to faster
reductive quenching than in the case of the largely hydro-
phobic F8BT. In contrast, reductive quenching of F8BT
excitons occurs on the early-nanosecond time scale and
competes less efficiently with F8BT exciton decay to ground
and/or quenching at Pd metal clusters. The polar sulfone
groups in P10 thus allow for faster and more efficient reductive
quenching, although they most likely also decrease the
mobilities of photogenerated electrons as discussed above.
We believe that the pronounced interaction between
excitons and residual Pd clusters observed for F8BT herein
also has implications for other fields that rely on conjugated
polymers. For instance, organic light-emitting diodes (OLEDs)
emit light by combining injected charges to excitons, which we
anticipate will be affected by the presence of Pd clusters. In
organic photovoltaics (OPVs), excitons normally separate at
the interface between a donor and an acceptor material, in a
way similar to the interface between an electron donor (e.g.
DEA) and a polymer photocatalyst. Although charge
separation in OPVs typically occurs significantly more quickly
than is observed here for F8BT and DEA, we anticipate that
the presence of Pd might affect the charge separation efficiency
in these devices.
■ CONCLUSIONS
We have demonstrated that differences in the dependence of
hydrogen evolution activity on residual Pd content in F8BT
and the dibenzo[b,d]thiophene sulfone homopolymer P10 can
be understood by tracking photogenerated reaction inter-
mediates in these materials under transient and steady-state
conditions. In Pd concentrations that are typical for polymers
prepared via Pd-catalyzed cross coupling polymerizations
(>1000 ppm; >0.1 wt %), residual Pd in F8BT quenches
excitons efficiently. As a result, exciton quenching via Pd starts
to dominate over reductive quenching via the electron donor
DEA in the solution phase at Pd concentrations between 36
and 195 ppm. Exciton quenching via Pd appears to partially aid
charge separation but also constitutes a competitive pathway
for relaxation to the ground state. When exciton quenching via
Pd dominates, long-lived electrons rapidly localize on Pd
clusters within these polymer nanoparticles, whereas their
predominant location gradually shifts to the F8BT polymer
when the Pd concentration is lowered via additional
purification steps. In contrast, long-lived electrons in P10 are
located on the polymer up to Pd concentrations of at least
27000 ppm, similarly to P3HT, which contains no residual Pd.
This difference in the predominant location of long-lived
electrons between F8BT and P10 or P3HT is maintained in
operando charge accumulation experiments, which reflects the
constant-illumination conditions of photocatalytic activity
measurements.
These data support the emerging notion that residual metal
impurities are essential for substantial hydrogen evolution from
polymer photocatalysts and suggest that the limited accessi-
bility of such metal clusters for electron polarons can introduce
a bottleneck for hydrogen evolution in conjugated polymers:
for P10, the kinetic bottleneck appears to be the transfer of
long-lived electrons to Pd sites, whereas for F8BT electrons are
already localized on Pd sites before the typical time scale of
hydrogen evolution. This difference is reflected in an activity
plateau at around 100 ppm Pd in F8BT, whereas in P10 no
such plateau is observed at least until 17000 ppm of Pd. Yet,
P10 exhibits much higher activity than F8BT because of its
more efficient reductive quenching pathway, which is a result
of its hydrophilic sulfone-containing polymer backbone. The
challenge is therefore to combine the advantages of both
materials and to create polymers that exhibit both rapid
reductive quenching as in P10 and rapid transfer to catalytic
sites as in F8BT. Our results also demonstrate that residual Pd
in polymer photocatalysts can affect the performance of these
materials in ways beyond acting as a catalyst for proton
reduction, which implies that residual Pd may also be
important in other fields, such as organic light-emitting diodes
and organic photovoltaics.
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